2 Wella Way
Somersby NSW 2250
AUSTRALIA
1300 300 547
www.polytec.com.au
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committed to quality
Australian manufacturing
polytec is an Australian decorative board and laminate brand. Forever the creative thinker,
polytec invests in pioneering new product and range developments to equip cabinet
makers, architects, designers and consumers alike with a palette that’s contemporary,
forward-looking and comprehensive. polytec is owned by a private company; Borg,
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and is the fastest growing decorative surfaces brand in Australia. Borg, through its
manufacturing division, Australian Panel Products, is a leading Australian manufacturer of
decorative panels and components for joinery applications such as kitchens, bathroom,
laundries, wardrobes and furniture.
Australian projects require materials that are practical, robust and a pleasure to be
around. polytec has all bases covered with an array of solutions in all decorative surface
product sectors including: High-Pressure Laminate, Low-Pressure Melamine, made-toorder Thermolaminated doors, Aluminum Framed doors, Ultraglaze acrylic range and
Steccawood decorative battens. polytec’s diversity of colours, finishes and prints form
ranges that are designed to work together, paving the way for highly original and
bespoke designs.
With a commitment to Australian manufacturing, Australian Panel Products has various
sites in New South Wales. It is the leading manufacturer of Thermolaminated doors &
panels in Australia, with a world class production facility in Charmhaven, 15,000sqm
warehousing and board facility at Somersby, medium density fibreboard and particleboard
manufacturing at Oberon, particleboard line at Mount Gambier, and a high pressure
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laminate production facility in Malaysia.

1. Australian Panel Products MDF and particleboard facility – Oberon
2. Australian Panel Products door facility and polytec Selection Studio – Charmhaven
3. polytec head office – Somersby
4. polytec Laminates – Malaysia
5. Australian Panel Products board facility – Pacific Highway, Somersby
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delivering excellence with
company owned logistics
Driven by a standard that values the best customer service, polytec is proud of it’s
company owned fleet comprising of over 250 trucks, all serviced in-house to continually
exceed the delivery expectations of our customers.
We employ the latest automated technologies for picking and packing. This allows us
to process customer orders with maximum efficiency and accuracy. We ensure that the
care and distribution of our products is one of the highest in the industry.

national distribution
network
State distribution
SA

• Albury

• Brisbane

QLD

• Bundaberg
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• Canberra

ACT

• Coffs Harbour
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• Melbourne

VIC

• Darwin

• Sydney

NSW

• Oberon

• Perth

WA

• Nowra

• Launceston

TAS

• Tamworth

•
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Adelaide

Regional distribution

• Townsville

1. Somersby board facility
2. Somersby warehouse
3. Somersby packstore
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at the forefront of
technology
Being solely owned by Borg ensures the polytec product range is manufactured in worldclass production facilities in Australia and Malaysia. polytec products are manufactured
with the most technologically advanced and computer integrated manufacturing systems
available today.
Borg’s leading manufacturing footprint, along with an unwavering commitment to
continually delivering value to it’s customers through it’s expansive sales and distribution
networks, has resulted in unprecedented growth for the business.
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Australian Made
and Owned
polytec are officially Australian Made and Owned certified across joinery, decorative
board, and components. Alongside our environmental, sustainability and recycling
initiatives, polytec are proud to be the largest Australian Owned decorative brands in
the industry.
By supporting Australian Made and Owned businesses, you are supporting local jobs
and prosperity in Australia. Borg’s commitment to rural and regional areas is assisting
in economic development, with a vision to support the growth of the Australian
decorative board and panel industry, creating an enduring local manufacturing
landscape. Borg’s sustainability measures ensure all products are manufactured with a
promise of energy consumption reduction, lower greenhouse gas emissions and unrivaled
quality of materials.
The stewardship of local pine plantations creates a renewable resource which provides
positive and long-lasting social, environmental and economic benefits, supplying the
manufacture of medium density fibreboard, particleboard and structural flooring. Each
element of the business is integrated in an attempt to close the loop on waste.
Quality products and service, custom-made options and reliable warranties are promised
with Australian Made and Owned products, alongside staff workplace health and safety
measures, environmental accountability, and declining emissions.
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commited to environmental
awareness & preservation
polytec employs environmental policies and procedures with utmost integrity. Our
manufacturing facility has taken great care to ensure that our consumption of water
and energy are minimised. Holding Chain of Custody certification with internationally
recognised organisations promotes responsible stewardship of the worlds forests.
polytec is Chain of Custody (CoC) certified under the Australian Forestry Standard. Our
CoC certification assists to reassure our customers that certified products purchased from
us are from legal, well-managed forests.
Responsible Wood - (previously Australian Forestry Standard), is the leading management
standard of the Australian Forest Certification Scheme (AFCS), which has over 7.8 million
certified hectares of native forests and plantations in Australia. The AFCS also includes
a Chain of Custody Standard - AS 4707, to track forest and wood products through the
supply chain. These Australian Standards® are recognised by Standards Australia and
are internationally recognised through the endorsement and mutual recognition of PEFC.
All products displaying the AFS label are products from independently certified
organisations that are identified by the unique certification number under the AFS
trademark logo.
The Programe for the Endorsement of Forest Certification schemes (PEFC) was launched
in 1999. PEFC is a framework for the mutual recognition of credible national or
regional forest certification schemes which have been developed to meet internationally
recognised requirements for sustainable forest management.
Over 209 million hectares of forests are currently certified under the PEFC - which is the
world’s largest forest certification scheme.
Chain of Custody (CoC) is the process of tracking wood and forest products originating
in certified forests through all phases of ownership, transportation and manufacturing from
defined forest acres to the final product and delivery to the end consumer.
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